Effects of stratification on data mining in the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS).
Vaccines are administered differentially according to age and sex, and disease patterns also vary among people of different age and sex groups. Estimates of disproportionality should be calculated based on comparisons of groups that have a similar likelihood of receiving similar vaccines and experiencing similar adverse events, to prevent false disproportionality from occurring. Stratified empirical Bayesian (EB) methods have been compared with crude, but not stratified, proportional reporting ratios (PRRs) in their performance on adverse event data. (i) to implement stratification of PRR; (ii) to quantify and compare vaccine-event pairs that are highlighted by PRR and EB05 (the lower bound of the 90% CI of the EB geometric mean), for both crude and stratified; and (iii) to evaluate the effects of stratification by age and sex, in identifying adverse events that are accepted to be caused by vaccines. We applied EB and PRR data mining methods to data from the US Vaccine Adverse Event Reporting System (VAERS). We stratified PRR and EB05 by age and sex. To study the effects of stratification, we compared the crude PRR and stratified PRR. We also assessed the crude EB05 and stratified EB05, and then compared the effects of stratification on EB05 and PRR. Stratification not only changed the number of vaccine-event pairs that were highlighted, but also changed which pairs were highlighted. There were 283 vaccine-event pairs that were highlighted by the crude EB05, but not the stratified; 12 that were highlighted by the stratified EB05, but not the crude; and 162 that were highlighted by both. Similarly, there were 701 vaccine-event pairs that were highlighted by the crude PRR, but not the stratified; 139 that were highlighted by the stratified PRR, but not the crude; and 895 that were highlighted by both. There were 1466 vaccine-event pairs in which the effect of stratification was different for EB05 and PRR. To our knowledge, this is the first published analysis using stratified PRRs. In this analysis of passive surveillance data, stratification revealed and reduced confounding in EB and PRR, and also unmasked some vaccine-event pairs that the crude values did not highlight. Stratification should be applied if confounding is suspected. By decreasing the total number of highlighted vaccine-event pairs, stratification is likely to increase efficiency and therefore might reduce workload.